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S.C.O.R.E.
THE REGISTER'S CHARTER
1

To enjoy the company and friendship of fellow Cappuccino owners
sharing the sense of fun which comes naturally with ownership.

2

To be a central forum for the interests of all Cappuccino owners.

3

To develop a common team spirit and camaraderie for fellow members.

4

To provide a regular journal for the membership, covering all aspects
of Cappuccino ownership.

5

To provide regular reports to the motoring press.

6

To offer technical advice and support where possible.

7

To organise and co-ordinate regular meetings, rallies and events.

8

To support and be represented at relevant auto events.

9

To reflect the needs and aspirations of the membership through
Regional Representatives reporting to a Central Steering Group.

10

To manage and control the membership subscription fund in an honest
and responsible manner.

11

To capitalise on key commercial business opportunities to benefit the
funds of the Suzuki

12

Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts.

To develop and maintain a professional image for the Register to, in
turn complement the Suzuki marque.

The Latest S.C.O.R.E
Is The Official Journal of The

Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
Front cover photograph by Julian Mackie, photographer of "What Car " magazine. Reproduced with his
knowledge and by kind permission of Suzuki GB PLC
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Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
JEMessage ......
Within SCORE we have a nucleus of SCORE-lights...
members who have supported our
National and Local events with their Article
Pages
attendance and enthusiasm. We also
have members who support SCORE with JEMessage
3
their membership subscription only, SCORE Future Events
4
asking and expecting nothing more than Matters Arising
6-8
to be kept up to date with developments Cappo Chipping
8-9
through our journal ... The Latest Quiz Results
12
SCORE. Your involvement in our SCORE Regional Reports
13-18
activities is entirely up to you, but
Cappuccino BakedAlaska
19
whether active or passive, please be Car Magazine Reports
20-21
assured that our aim is to encourage a
SCORE Merchandise
22-23
sense of belonging for all members alike.
Pewter Model
24
Remember
FUN,
FIRST
and
Logo
Competition
24
FOREMOST. Our unique "family" of
Cappuccino
Heritage
Part
3
25-29
Cappuccino owners is most diverse and
SCORE
Dealers
30-31
we acknowledge right from the start that
Caterham
vs
Cappuccino
32-33
we can never be "all things to all
Member
Profile
34-35
members". We will keep pushing the
35-37
idea boundaries of what we feel will Past Events - Reports
38-41
appeal to you until we develop and Members Comments
42
perfect our own Cappuccino SCORE Cappo Bits 'n' Pieces
recipe for pleasure and success.
Your steering group, want to thank all of you for your support throughout this very
important first year, for without it, we would not have achieved the level of success which
we have. As members you will get out of SCORE what you put into it. We have had an
interesting first summer which has presented us all with a very steep learning curve in
many aspects. However, with the help of Suzuki and the support of those companies who
have advertised in our magazine, we have a journal and an organisation to be proud of.
Your Regional Representatives have also been working on your behalf to organise events
for you to share in and enjoy. Many events have been absolutely superb whilst there
have been a few which have turned out to be, not so absolutely superb. Your ideas, input,
involvement and enthusiasm is important in everything we do. Please let us know your
thoughts and please keep sending in your articles, stories, little "funnies" and snippets
of information to publish in our magazine.
From your Cappuccino Godfather....................................................................JEM
John E.Moore, SCORE, 4 West Field, Highnam, Gloucester, GL2 8LX.
Tel. 01452 503350
e-mail score@enterprise.net
Visit the SCORE web-site on http://homepages.enterprise.net/score
MEMBERSHIP TO DATE 230
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Cappuccino a-la-Carte ….
From this Issue of The Latest SCORE onwards, we will be
publishing a list of planned SCORE events. A varied
"menu" of Cappuccino activity dishes for you to select
from and enjoy. All are welcome to the "SCORE
restaurant" where Fun is First and Foremost!!!
Date

Event-Venue

Contact

Area

Topless in Blackpool
Goodwood Track Day
Cherubs Regional Meet
East Midlands Regional Meet
Kent & Sussex Regional Meet

Lynda Edmunton
Alex Clouter
Don Littlemore
Rosie F-Binns
Alex Clouter

- National
- South
-Reg.
-Reg.
-Reg.

New Year Party
Portmeirion, North Wales
Abergavenny, South Wales
Brighton to London Fun Run
SCORE National Rally
Setright - Lakes Run
Setright-South West / Avon Run
Alton Towers Meet
Isle of Man Meet
Cappo Continental Week-End
Cappuccino Barn Dance
London Shop & West End Show

Alex Clouter
Lynda Edmunton
Hazel & JEM
Alex Clouter
Alex & JEM
Chris Palmer
Hazel & JEM
Joanne Liddle
Chris/K-K.Chan
Alex & JEM
Anne Anderson
Alex & JEM

- National
- National
- National
- National
- National
-North
- South
- National
- National
- International
- National
- National

1997
Sept. 13/14
Sept. 21
Oct. 4
Nov. 9
Nov. 23
1998
Jan'98
Spring
Spring
May
June
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC
TBC

Our above listing is to help members and RegReps to focus on planned and proposed
events. As time moves on we will keep you informed of our progress and how to register
your interest in any of the above.
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Matters Arising …..
SCORE Librarian ... We are pleased to report that Joanne Liddle has taken on this
role and will be working closely with Alex and myself to collate and chronicle any
Cappuccino published information. Joanne will be helping us in the first instance with a
NEW SCORE ROAD TEST PORTFOLIO
We are now compiling a new Road Test Portfolio, to be made available to all SCORE
members covering a wide range of press road tests conducted on Suzuki press demonstrators as well as Suzuki Dealer demonstrators.
These will all be indexed, in chronological order, and individually numbered; this will
help with SCORE members to purchase these road tests at a very attractive price
We have obtained a complete box file from a Press Cuttings Agency which includes a
wide variety of road tests. To help us further could you send any road test copies you
have, to Joanne Liddle 10 The Green, Cleasby, Darlington, Co Durham, DL2 2QZ. We
plan to have this SCORE service available from early in the New Year.
From Don Littlemore (Romford) I know that there are members interested in any articles
published on the Cappuccino, so perhaps they will be keen to know that our little car
features in the Daily Telegraph Fabulous Sports Cars book. Published in association with
Royal & Sun Alliance and priced £3-30 from good bookshops it is called "an A-Z of the
best models ever made" and gives details of 120 cars ranging from 1932 Bugattis through
E-Type Jags to TVR Griffiths. We even get a mention in the introduction where it says
"From the awesome power of the Mercedes-Benz SSK to the preposterous cheek of the
Suzuki Cappuccino...."There is a colour picture inside of a personal import model with
double stainless steel roll bars and strange headrests.
From Eric Martin (Churt, Surrey) I took pleasure from seeing my name in the February
"SCOREsheet" and felt that an update was due following the publication of Issues 1 and
2 of The Latest SCORE.
Like Steve Johnson from Issue 2, our Cappuccino has joined the 50,000 mile club and
still goes as new! It amazes me that each car I read about seems to have its own
peculiarities, just like us humans really. Tighten your belts for the 48,000 mile service
though ... along with a new set of rear brake pads, not helped by a sticking hand-brake on
a long journey, I said good-bye to £300!
In my last article I mentioned caution on the snow and ice. I have certainly been "shotdown in flames" by all of you who have raved about never getting stuck and the controllability of your own car in these conditions. Must be MY Cappuccino's quirk!
One complaint that does seem to be quite prevalent is the corroding rear disc brakes. I am
well out of warranty and on inspection, my Cappuccino has developed the same disease. I
would estimate that only 70% of the disc is effective now. I shall be interested to see if we get
through the second MOT in January ! They certainly have not corroded through the lack of
use so I can only suggest that it is a result of a manufacturing fault. Bob Jarretts' tale of
corrosion to the floor panelling now has me worried so please keep us all updated.
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I also read with some trepidation about all of you "speed-kings" who want to remove
the limiter and "chip" up your cars. A word of advice, 70 to 95 miles per hour will get you
a fixed penalty ticket (3 points and a £40 fine). 96 to 100 mph will get you 3 to 6 points and
a fine around £200 to £300.100 mph plus, may fetch a disqualification of seven days to six
months. You only need twelve points to be disqualified automatically for six months. I
don't want to be a kill-joy but maybe that speed limiter is saving a few members' driving
licences! (Despite all of that, if anyone has removed it, I would love to know the car's top
speed. I reckon she would be good for 110 mph !!)
Oh! By the way, the headlight glass is not totally indestructible. It can be smashed
when you nudge the car in front of you (Whoops!) and it costs around £300 to replace
ONE of them.
I have a Cappuccino and a Suzuki Samurai and in all honesty cannot see me getting rid
of either of these cars. I have never owned two cars for such a long period, which must
say something about the general build and pleasure they have given me over the years.
Hopefully, I will soon be able to join in a Cappuccino rally or event.
From Bob Jarrett (Brackley, Northants)
I promised to keep you updated with developments on my Cappuccino so here goes!
You will recall that in the last issue of The Latest SCORE, I drew your attention to the
lack of rust proofing on my, and as it turns out, all Cappuccino's.
To cut a long and overly complicated story very short, I have eventually got the job
done and have only recently got my car back. The fuel tank, back axle, exhaust and
suspension have all been off and the underside of the chassis and wheel arches have
been fully undersealed. The box sections have also been waxed to keep the dreaded tinworm at bay. In total the work carried out, including the work done on the floor pan area
in April, has cost Suzuki around £900.00 for the warranty claims submitted. As you might
imagine, I am well chuffed to have this all finally sorted out. However, this is tainted by the
fact that the car shouldn't have needed the work done in the first place if Suzuki had done
the job properly during manufacture.
Suzuki GB initially rejected the warranty claim but thanks to my dealer, Braylake Cars of
Bletchley pushing ... and my moaning ... they eventually agreed. My message to fellow
owners is this: It is highly unlikely that Suzuki GB will issue a recall on Cappuccino's to
have this work done on your pride and joy. It's down to you to get your dealer on your
side and then moan and moan to Suzuki Customer Relations. It worked for me!! If anyone
requires any further info on the underbody saga, don't hesitate to get in touch.
As an aside, I'm on the look out for a leather steering wheel of smaller diameter than the
original fitted plastic item and one more reasonably priced than the Suzuki replacement at
about £260.00. Leg room for me at 6'4" is a bit of a premium and a smaller wheel would
help considerably. If anyone knows of a suitable alternative, I would appreciate knowing
the make, model, cost and supplier.
JEM ... Thanks for the update on your rustproofing problem Bob. I'm sure we will have
someone who can help you with a suitable, alternative steering wheel.
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Matters Arising …..
From Nigel Conn (County Durham)
Firstly can I just say what an excellent magazine ... true recognition for our wonderful
and unique cars! Keep up the good work! I would like to comment on a few things in the
last issue if I may.
First to Andy Wadsworth re. having his Cappi "chipped". My advice is DON'T DO IT!
Many companies will take your money and increase your power in a few minutes but will
give a big disclaimer when it blows up. I priced out of curiosity a turbo unit from Suzuki
and they are, sit down please ... £1,750 plus fitting! You can increase the power of your
Cappi by a few measurs instead of chipping it (which can lead to many problems) it
seems a simple remedy but steer clear. I went to a local Turbo Technics dealer here in the
North East who de-restricted the car and re-mapped the fuel injection to compensate for
higher power and fuel needs at higher speeds and uprated the turbocharger settings by
about 25%. All cars engine specs are set well below their actual achievable tolerances and
this increase in power has increased my Cappi's output from the standard 63BHP to a
tested 95BHP (yes 95 BHP) without "chipping". If'chipped' it can damage the engine by
over-run of turbo boost. Tested on a rolling road, my car now has a top speed of 129mph
but with wind resistance on the road is lessened to about 120mph. A substantial increase
in mid-range power and acceleration has also been achieved, enough to "see-off many
a larger engined car, much to the driver s surprise! My car has now covered 32,000 miles
... 15,000 miles after the engine improvements, problem-free. The total cost was £250 inc
VAT. With the suspension deemed strong enough to withstand this extra power.
Ref. Sarah Watton's comments on tyres ... I have replaced the standard (and expensive)
tyres with 185-60HR-14 REMOULDS. They're made to such a high spec and are speed
rated at 150mph on rally and race cars so are more than adequate for the job. Forget the
"must use rotational tyres" lark, my car's handling is not affected in any way except to be
improved. They are made by Monarch, a British Company and cost well below the price
of recommended tyres. They also fit on the standard rims. (185/14 tyres are the biggest
you can put on the standard 5 J Cappi rims). I have driven them at speed around the Lake
District and in Scotland and the car grips like a leech. I would be happy to discuss this
with members at meetings or by e-mail. (JEM can provide e-mail address on request)
Another point is regarding the rear brake discs. If your dealer won't replace them under
warranty, don't spend £200 approx. on new ones. Get the discs skimmed. Your local
dealer will do it for a lot less than buying new discs but may recommend new pads if the
old ones are unevenly worn. If you can take the discs off yourself then it's even cheaper,
a local company in my area does it for around £15 a disc. A big saving don't you agree?
Lastly, to Jochim Glandhorfs search for a sporty exhaust trim, I lost mine after corrosion
of the tail pipe and was peeved to find out a replacement would cost about £20 plus vat.
A trip to my local accessory shop allowed me to pick up a lovely thick chromed tail pipe
for £7.99 which is similar to the original, but actually is a bit individual too, so shop
around before paying Suzuki's inflated prices!
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Members Comments ……
From Richard Hodgkiss (Bolton)
A Trip to the Chip Shop ... As many of us know, a performance 'Chip' is available from
Superchips, in Buckingham, which enhances the performance and top-end speed of the
Cappuccino.I decided a couple of months ago to have my car 'chipped' and was asked
by JEM to give my views on what it has done to the car. So here goes ...
The Superchips chip can only be fitted at the main headquarters in Buckingham, due to
the fact that the Cappuccino is such a specialist car. The main technical guy at Superchips
told me that although there are many satellite tuning centres which fit the Superchip
brand, they advise these outlets to refer all Cappos to Buckingham. Superchips is located
on an industrial estate about one and a half miles out of Buckingham town centre and is
quite easy to find, just ask a passer-by in town and they'll point you in the right direction.
The whole process takes about 2 hours so I had a walk into town to pass the time. In the
reception area at Superchips there is a TV/Video and a Sony Playstation to keep you
occupied, if that tickles your fancy. When I returned I was invited to take the car out for
a spin to get the feel for the new performance. There's a great, straight road as you come
off the industrial estate with a roundabout at the end, so you can give it a good blast. The
staff were happy to answer any questions I had, and told me that they had actually
'Chipped' a lot of Cappos within the last couple of years.
Here's the technical bit... the Chip increases the output
from the engine by 20 BHP and the torque is increased
by 30-35 percent. This is achieved by 'upping' the boost
pressure from the turbo from 9psi to a staggering 1618psi. This is done by redirecting the regulation tube of
the turbo through a different regulator supplied in the
process. However this tube and regulator are highly visible within the engine bay, and
can be seen just behind the air filter compartment. The Chip however, is fitted inside the
ECU unit behind the glovebox. The chip is fitted to a 'driver' printed circuit board, which
the staff at Superchips make themselves. This driverboard sits in a 'piggyback' fashion
on top of the main ECU housing and taps into the cars main computer. The Chip 'tells' the
car to act accordingly to the new boost pressure and alters the fuel mix and delivery in the
process. There were worries about DIY derestricting because the mixture could run lean
and damage the engine. With the Superchips conversion this is not a problem.
So what actually does the chip do? ... Basically it makes the car faster!
With no speed restrictor that car can reach speeds of 130mph, but personally 1 have
only taken mine up to the 'P' on MPH at the bottom of the speedo, at this point the rev
counter was reading 6500rpm so there's plenty left to spare. Clearly, the emphasis is not
on doing 130mph, but just in knowing that you can. It also increases the acceleration, 060 coming up a second or two faster than before.
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So what's it like to drive? ... It's very different. The car's properties change altogether
and I can imagine it won't be to the taste of some. There is a little more 'lag' from the turbo,
meaning you can put your foot down, and the car will surge forward as before but the
turbo comes in a bit later than before.
'Comes in' is an understatement, it kicks you right in shoulders, screams like a banshee,
and catapults you down the road. The turbo takes on a whole new sound with various
whistles and chirps and wind noises that you never thought possible and is a little
strange to get used to. The lag from the turbo is actually quite alarming at first but I have
discovered that it is an advantage in the wet. You may be thinking that with all this extra
power the car would be worse to control in the wet but I discovered the opposite. You can
keep the turbo from engaging easier due to this and because the fuel delivery has been
altered at lower revs too, the car pulls better without using the turbo, thus not having any
of those nasty incidents when the turbo kicks in at the wrong moment and has the ability
to spin the backend around.
The main advantage ... I would say, is the ability to overtake safely on the motorway.
We've all had the experience of running out of steam and for me, the knowledge that my
'baby' can do what it was designed to do and it's no longer held back, is quite reassuring.
In respect of fuel economy, I haven't noticed a drastic increase on the motorway in fact it
seems the same. Around town it's not much different either but I have been using more
fuel than usual due to 'exploring' the car's new potential. Super-Unleaded gives even
more performance but the economy is not as good.
The cost for this process is £350 plus VAT but on producing your S.C.O.R.E membership
card you can get 10% off. If you would like any more information about Chipping your
Cappo please contact my RegRep Chris Palmer who will be happy to answer any questions
or put you in contact with myself.
JEM ... Well! There you have it, both sides of the discussion. Clearly this is an issue
which will unfold as time goes on. SCORE is interested in comments from anyone on this
subject so that we can publish a balanced view of the whole situation. Please send your
comments to me at Central Office in Gloucester.

National Rally Questionnaire . ... We had a super response to the Questionnaire
included with our last Issue of The Latest SCORE and a comprehensive report on our
main findings (your feelings) is enclosed with this magazine. With independent help, the
following names were drawn out of the Cappuccino Coffee Pot, to win a special Photograph.
Brian Ormerod (Nottingham)
Peter Wood
(Tadley)
Andrew Young (Brookthorpe)
Peter Rose
(Crick)
Carol Toghill (Cardiff)
Brian Murphy
(Inverness)
Joy Parker
(Leeds)
Graham Walker (Swindon)
PaulTaylor
(Laceby)
SandyUpot
(Sutton)
Well done! To all of you, your special photograph will be with you very soon. Thanks
also to everyone else who supported this most useful exercise.
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Cappuccino – Takes Your Breath Away ……
Busy in the SCORE PR office, Alex has compiled a very interesting summary of
performance figures from various road test reports. This is in response to many discussions
we have had with members keen to know the "tested" performance of the Cappuccino
sportscar.
Acceleration

Top Speed

0-60mph

mph

7.5
7.5
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.0
8.1
ll.2
113
11.3
11.3
11.3
12.0
13.8

88
88
85
85
85
83
85
85
85
83
83
83
90
82

Tested by ...

Max Edwards, Bucks Herald (22/10/94)
Eric Rayner, Notts.Herald & Post (22/12/94)
Jeremy Taylor, Bristol Eve. Post (05/01 /94)
What Car ? Magazine (Feb/94)
JimTomlinson, Hinckley Times (03/02/94)
Car Magazine (Sept/94)
Quentin Letts, Country Life (03/02/94)
Frank Page, Mail on Sunday (29/05/94)
What Car ? Magazine (Jan/95)
Autocar Magazine (28/12/94)
Jonathan Crouch, Bath Chronicle (18/10/94)
AutoExpress Magazine (02/06/94)
Fred Manbey, Yorkshire Post (14/12/94)
Top Gear Magazine (Nov/94)

If you have any test report copies of your own which are not listed above, please send
us a copy for our SCORE files. Please send these and any other copies of published
Cappuccino information on to.......
Joanne Liddle, 10 The Green, Cleasby, Darlington, Co Durham, DL2 2QZ.
Techno Tips ..... From K-K. Chan (Bolton, Lanes) and his local dealer.
If you frequently go "topless", it may be wise to disconnect the heated rear windscreen
connections. They are the two plastic sockets on either side of the windscreen base
which are connected to the demister wires by two very slim pieces of metal. As you pull
your rear windscreen up and down, these could get caught, resulting in breakage of the
metal strips which may result in the need for a new windscreen ! Just press on the socket
and ease the metal strip free.
At the Old Warden Meet, fellow members from my North West Region thought that I
had polished my car, something quite rare for me ... I hadn't. I had actually washed my
car with biodegradable washing-up liquid. I have used two, both of which are very good,
Ecover and Down to Earth. Try them in-between your polishing.
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SCORE Summer Quiz Results …….
Did you have a go at our quiz compiled by Sarah Watton? If so, here are the results you have
all been waiting for.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

This Citroen is your friend .......................................................Ami
This Suzuki complements the soprano's ..................................Alto
American horse breed or classic English sportscar ....................Morgan
Donald Campbell's Datsun ......................................................Bluebird
Vivaldi is thought to have invented this Honda ......................... Concerto
Meldrew's car is one foot in the grave ...................................... Victor
________ non Grata - someone you don't want to know ......... Persona
To drive a Toyota in Spain ....................................................... Paseo
Honda's old story ..................................................................... Legend
This Datsun is a bit fruity ........................................................ Cherry
Toyota's regal headpiece .......................................................... Crown
American Indian tribe .............................................................. Cherokee
Ladies need one on special occasions....................................... Escort
Female royalty ......................................................................... Princess
London to Winchester ? ........................................................... M3(BMW) or A30
Mountain range ........................................................................ Sierra or Dolomite
Lethal Turkish weapon ............................................................ Scimitar
Dependant on Erythacus rubeculae.......................................... Reliant Robin
Acute of grave, this Hyundai model ........................................ Accent
Is this VW a bird of a feather ?................................................. Sharan
Show your appreciation for this Daihatsu................................ Applause
This Mitsubishi was successfully ridden by Mark Todd.......... Carisma
This car's badge displays its masculinity ................................. Volvo
Wise giver of advice ..................................................................Mentor
This VW goes like the wind ......................................................Scirocco
Did you buy this car by credit card ? ........................................Visa
Shakespeare was famed for his Saab .........................................Sonnet
Brains, Virgil and Scott drove one .............................................Thunderbird
James Bond only lived twice in this car....................................Toyota 2000 GT
This car was victorious in WW2 ..............................................Spitfire

Once again, Sarah came up with a pain-inflicting quiz. SCORE'S own chiropractor Dr. Watton
tells us that as the pain disappears a warm glow of well being takes over. A few of our members
who made a brave attempt at the quiz must know what you mean, the rest of us will have to take
your word for it Sarah!
With an excellent SCORE of 27 our winner and Summer "Clever Cloggs" is Mel Mear from
Yelverton, Devon. Well done Mel ! Also worthy of a mention were Graham and David's
(Swindon) collection of 208 ... Yes! 208... words made up from "Suzuki Cappuccino"... All
referenced in the Collins Concise English Dictionary. Not included were a further 52 words
which Graham and David claim to be accepted by the Association of Premier Scrabble Players!!!
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SCORE Regional Representatives Network ………. listed below is the geographic area
whch your SCORE Regional Representatives cover. If you have not already spoken, please give
them a call to introduce yourselves and to be kept up to date on events taking place in your Region.
An Introduction To Your Regional Representatives :John Lyndon and Yvonne Swinford ofthe West
Covering ... West Midlands, Warwickshire, Derbyshire, Northants, Oxon,
Staffs, Shropshire, Hereford & Worcs, Glos, South Wales.

Tel 0121 603 5340

Sarah Watton and Paul Radford of New Milton in Hants
Tel 01425 621261
Covering ... Dorset, Hants, Wilts, Avon, Somerset, Devon, Cornwall, Isle of Wight
Alex Clouter of Forest Row in East Sussex
Covering ... East Sussex, West Sussex, Kent

Tel 01342 823951

Ian Morgan of Mitcham in Surrey
Covering ... Greater London, Surrey, Berks, Middx.
Don and Cheryl Littlemore of Romford in Essex
Covering ... Cambs, Beds, Bucks, Herts.
Robert Galley of Billericay in Essex
Covering ... Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk.

Tel 0181 646 7762
e-mail Suzukicap@aol.com
Tel 01708 749152
e-mail Don.Littlemore@btinternet.com
Tel 01277 624519
e-mail Rob@objcomputing.co.uk

Mark and Rosie Flaxman-Binns of Lincoln
Covering ... Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire, Humberside.

Tel 01522 687630

Stuart Falshaw of North Yorkshire
Covering ... North, South, East and West Yorkshire.

Tel 01729840610

Lynda and Stephen Edmuntonof Grt.Manchester
Covering ... Greater Manchester, Merseyside, Cheshire, North Wales.

Tel 0161 876 5882

Chris and Cathryn Palmer of Lancashire
Covering ... Lancashire, Cumbria, Isle of Man.

Tel 01524 425236
e-mail M66CAP@aol.com

Joanne Liddle and Charles Bellwood of County Durham
Tel 01325381767
Covering ... Durham, Cleveland, Northumberland, Tyne & Wear, Scotland
We have tried to cover as much of the Country as we can with our enthusiastic
Regional Representatives. However, what you see above are "Regions
Without Borders" Please feel free to speak to any RegRep if you believe that
there may be an event of interest to you, or one close to hand that you would
like to attend.
SCORE encourages members to mix and share in the fun and friendship of
Cappuccino ownership. How best to do that, than with other SCORE
members. Please support your local events and activity.
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Reports from the Regions ……

Midlands & South Wales Region... John Lyndon & Yvonne Swinford
On Sunday 13th July the Midland & South Wales Region visited the British Heritage
Motor Centre at Gaydon in Warwickshire. A beautiful day was made most interesting at
this superb venue for our regional meet. 26 members and 15 cars arrived at the Gaydon Inn
near the Heritage Centre at 12 noon ... although a few headed off towards Warwick due to
J.L. putting the "X" on the map in the wrong place! Sorry about that but I did think that
you would have checked your own maps first.
Taking over half of the car park on this sunny day, we eventually made our way into the
special room provided for our SCORE Sunday lunch which was exceptionally good fayre.
Having fed and watered the troops, our convoy left line-abreast for the Museum at 1.30
p.m. much to the interest of the local drinkers ... or was it pleasure, in the knowledge that
they could now have their car park back!
On arrival at Gaydon, all of our
Cappuccino's were parked up in the
collection area before we went into
the Museum to see many
interesting cars of yesteryear. Cars
like the older Austin, Morris, MG,
Wolsey, Triumph and Riley
throughout
this
magnificent
purpose built Museum. There were
also the Queen's and Prime
Minister's Rovers as well as the
Rover Jet Car and a full range of
sports cars covering years gone Yvonne and John enjoy a Cappuccino
by. A large screen TV. showing the
current Grand Prix in the
luxurious
corporate
entertainment suite proved to be
a minor distraction to some of us
as we wandered around in our
own time and company. An
impromptu refreshment break in
the cafeteria set us all up for the
mandatory raffle which was held
in the car park. Was someone
trying to tell us something as we
claimed our raffle prize of a
bucket, sponge and shampoo !!
What's this then?!!

On this beautiful summers day
members were quite happy to compare cars on the car park, as well as seeing how easy it
was to remove a clogged up air filter! Due to a family bereavement we have not firmed up
our next meet. However, this will be done very soon and we will contact all of our members,
in writing, as per normal (thanks to the raffle proceeds !) .
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Reports from the Regions ……
Kent and Sussex Region ...Alex Clouter
Holidays and various illnesses led to our unfortunate postponement of our planned
meet in Tunbridge Wells in late July. However we did have a very different sort of meet in
September attending a unique Japanese Sportscar Track Day at Goodwood Motor Circuit.
The day was organised by the Z Club, a Datsun Sportscar Enthusiast Club and open
exclusively to Japanese high flying cars. Honda, Toyota and Mazda were there as well as
Datsun... but nothing beat the red and silver glory of seven Cappuccino cars ready to get
up and go on the track.
Our region welcomed the SX Boys - Rob Galley and Dave Benson - very eager to push
their pepped up cars to the limits on the track and lined to have them chipped in October.
Initially each Cappo was tested for noise exhaust emission revving up to 4000 rpm whilst
we all had a device put up our exhaust pipe !! Then out we went on the track in 2 different
groups as a maximum of 5 were allowed out at a time and we all had to wear crash helmets.
The first run was the "taster" with a pace car in front and no overtaking permitted. Our
first racing experience on the track was excellent with all of us going around the circuit
with a breeze ... on the straights getting up to 85 mph. We were certainly one of the
quietest sportscars on the track compared to the roaring Sky Liners and 260/ 280 ZX's.
That racing feeling soon got into the
blood as we all went out again after a brief
lunch break....to do the "unlimited" run - a
total of 6 laps with other cars and
overtaking permitted. We all had an
exhilarating and thoroughly enjoyable time
with only two incidents: we had to
"christen" Dave and his girlfriend "Torvill
and Dean" with a neat 360 degree pirouette
during his run ... he also had the fastest
time of just under 2 minutes for the circuit. Sporting Cappuccino's on the track
The other incident was off track when Gill
"lost" her car key supposedly in the boot but found it where we had our picnic…
needless to say the AA rescue was swiftly aborted.
There was a unanimous view that we would be along next year and open up the invite
to other regions. We now look forward to our next meet which will be on 23 November at
Tunbridge Wells for a countryside convoy through the Kent Weald, further details will be
confirmed.
Welcome to our newest members Peter Richardson, Kevin Matthews, Francis Stileman
and Paul Hamblyn swelling our region to 19 fun loving enthusiasts.
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Reports from the Regions ……
North West Region .. .Chris & Cathryn Palmer.
It definitely does not feel like three months have passed, since I was last writing this
report about our Region, as it has been a very "Event"-full last quarter. Our fourth Regional
Meet on 1st. June coincided perfectly with the National Rally so Cathryn and I managed
to take a back seat, if only we had one!
Our fifth Meet on the 6th. July was a "JEM" (sorry John couldn't resist it) as it was the
first of our series of "Members favourite roads" mentioned in the last report. We held our
usual first Sunday of the month meeting at the Hampson House Hotel in Lancaster,
welcoming for the first time John & Yvonne (Callaghan) who have just recently purchased
their Red Cappo. and are obviously enjoying every minute of it, and Mark (Trippier) with
his girlfriend in their Red Cappo also. The Agenda was actioned for our main Summer
event (Sunday 3rd.August) and then it was out to the car-park and six patiently waiting
Cappuccino's. Richard (Hodgekiss) led our convoy to "his favourite road" of which I can
only describe as a pure "Cappuccino" road, I am sure that some of you reading this will
know exactly what I mean! Meanwhile I am still kicking myself for not knowing of it's
existence, but I have made amends by adding it to my early Sunday morning list. I would
like to welcome Paul Withers to S.C.O.R.E. and to our Region. We hope that we will meet
up with you at our regional meetings in the near future.
Bringing us up to date, our main Summer Event was held over the first weekend in
August when we decided to recreate the second journey from the L.J.K.Setright book,
now affectionately known as the "Setright Lakes Run" Cathryn and I arrived at the Swan
Hotel, Newby Bridge on the Saturday evening to be greeted by 4 Cappuccino's and their
respective owners already making the most of the weather and the Hotel's "amenities" !!
Ricky & Val had travelled up from the Midlands, and were being welcomed by our own
ever faithful "K-K." also RegReps. Lynda & Steve and Joanne & Charles couldn't help
acting on impulse, threw a toothbrush in the boot and managed to book the last two
"twin" rooms! Cathryn & I were by now feeling quietly confident as the event itself was
not until next day and here we were already receiving such welcome unexpected support,
so imagine how we felt when JEM & Hazel arrived in M30RE a very tired looking
Cappuccino. So much happened that evening that I honestly would not know where to
start to report it all here, however Cathryn & myself would like to take this opportunity to
thank everyone for making our Wedding Anniversary so special, especially Lynda's
dedicated piano concerto!! (I am sure John & Hazel would like to add a few words)
JEM ...It certainly was a super week-end Chris, made even better by the time we all
spent together on the Saturday evening. The highlight as you have mentioned, being the
spontaneous piano recital by Lynda "Babe " Edmunton. Lynda, Steve, Joanne & Charles
continued the "highlighter " theme later on with the conference board, but as they say ...
that s another story 11 The Lakes run on the following day was a great success, so I will
let you tell us all about it.
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The "Setright Lakes Run" ... On Sunday, we were joined by 7 more Cappuccino's
making a total of 12 (a record for this Region) The journey is described fully in the
Cappuccino Souvenir Book by LJ.K.Setright. For those who do not have the book yet, (I
believe some copies are still available from Hazel in Gloucester) it follows the A592
along the east shore of Lake Windermere to Bowness-on-Windermere, then on to the
A591 through Ambleside, Grassmere ending at Keswick. It really is a superb drive
and well worth finding if you are in
the area, as the Cappuccino has
little heritage in this country. The
"Run"
was
completed
in
approximately one hour by all
twelve Cappuccino's without losing
anyone, although I knew it would
be impossible to stay in convoy,
but "K-K." did a sterling job in
"bringing up the rear".
After
completing the "Run" we all made Getting Right & Set for the Setright Lakes Run
our way to the King’s Head Hotel
in good time for our Cappuccino Party 12.30pm reservation, and were greeted by
open mouthed staff as we all pulled into their car-park, however it did not affect their
excellent fare! After lunch and yet more socialising, we vowed to make this an
Annual event and would welcome any suggestions in stretching it to an "official" two
day event as I feel this is the direction to proceed. Our thanks go out to our loyal regional
members, supporting regions and once again to John & Hazel for making it such a
"Special Event".
East Midlands Region... Rosie & Mark Flaxman-Binns
17th August and a hectic morning saw Mark and I just managing to make our Meet by
noon. After a short wait, Maggie and Paul Taylor arrived followed closely by Joan and
Gordon Mitchell who arrived with their top down ... in the rain! Whilst they were
frantically putting their top back on (timed by Mark at 2mins 20 seconds ... is this a record
?) the rest of us went into the pub for our usual beverages: beer for Rosie !
After frequent glances through the windows, the sun finally came out and we jumped
into our cars and set off for a local Japanese garden at North Clifton. We managed to keep
together in tight formation, all three of us, along picturesque country lanes until we
arrived at our destination. We wandered around wallowing in Japanese culture and the
beautifully peaceful surroundings. Some very large Japanese Koi Carp entranced us with
their beauty before we all sat down for a picnic and a chat. Mark, who was not particularly
looking forward to wandering around a garden ... not his scene ... was very surprised to
have enjoyed the day so much. This feeling was shared by all.
Afterwards, we headed back to "The Pride of Lincoln" for a quick drink... more beer for
Rosie ! ... and decided to meet again on Sunday 9th November when we plan to take in a
spot of Go-Cart Racing (can't quite get the Cappo's through the doors) If there is anyone
else interested, please give me a call.
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Reports from the Regions ……
CHERUBS Region (CambsHERtsbUcksBedS)... Don & Cheryl Littlemore
We had nine cars turn up for our 10 August meeting at the Royal Oak Barrington Herts,
including one potential new member. Unfortunately there were not enough of us to
justify the treasure hunt, which is a pity since it was a glorious day with the promise of
another good pub along the route! In any case we chatted away merrily under the shade
of the trees supping cool drinks and sampling the food menu. Later on we had a photo
shoot on the enormous village green opposite and then most of us went in convoy down to
quaint tea shop beside a duck pond at Hare Street. The route took us down the B1368 (the
old AlO I suspect), through rolling countryside and sweeping bends with (miracle of
miracles) no traffic to hold us up. Some of us came back to our open cars to find them
covered inside and out in fine stubble dust which Farmer Giles was combining up wind
over the hedge. The joys of topless transport! My son Barry was with me this time and
we made our way home via some more country lanes, at one point finding an inflated
Cappo (Dodge Viper) blasting up behind us. We should have recorded its exhaust note
Linda and Stephen and blasted it through the stereo while promenading topless along
Blackpool sea front! !*##*!!
Our next CHERUBS meeting is
Saturday 4 October, somewhere in
the west of the region e.g. Henleyon-Thames?, ideas always welcome
please. Thanks once again to Rob
Galley's Region for supporting the
Barrington meet, as usual anyone
from SCORE is welcome to join in. If
you are interested and are anywhere
in the area just telephone for details.

A Bunch of CHERUBS

************
Do you have problems filling your Cappo up with petrol? Check that the spring flap at
the top of the pipe has not broken away and lodged further down the pipe. Two of us
CHERUBS have had the problem, so I suggest you all check that your spring flap is there
and also is not beginning to work loose. Fortunately I was able to fish mine out with a
bent wire clothes hanger, but I still have the problem of fixing it back on.!
I seem to have had my 60 mph+ boom cured at my last (36k) service at Motorpoint
Romford. Whilst replacing synchro's under warranty, they found the gearbox bearings
noisy, plus re-aligned the box, diff. and propshaft during re-assembly. I can now hear the
radio on the motorway!
With many thanks to Joanne Liddle, I now have my model of Dinky (a winter month's
job I think). I have just had my first enquiry off the web site (literally while typing this
article) so another new SCORE member looks likely for the CHERUBS.
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Cappuccino Baked-Alaska …..
Have you ever made or tasted this dish, favourite of every "seventies" dinner party.
The Baked-Alaska makes a brilliant comeback - as a bombe with an Italian accent. The
recipe below is sufficient to serve 6, will take 15 minutes to prepare, freeze for 1 hour and
then cook for 30 minutes. The ingredients are as follows ...
For the base:

25g (1 oz) 70% cocoa plain chocolate
25g (l oz) unsalted butter
1 medium egg
25g (l oz) caster sugar
25g (l oz) self-raising flour
few drops vanilla extract

For the filling:

500ml tub premium coffee ice-cream

For the topping:

4 medium egg whites
lOOg (3½ oz) caster sugar, plus extra to sprinkle
icing sugar and cocoa powder, to dust

TO MAKE YOUR CAPPUCCINO BAKED-ALASKA
Preheat oven to 180degC, 350degF, Gas 4
Gently heat the chocolate and butter together in a saucepan until melted, then leave
to cool slightly. While cooling, whisk the egg and sugar together until light and
creamy. Sift in the flour, add the vanilla and gently mix together.
Gently fold in the cooled chocolate. Pour into a greased and lined 15cm(6in) round
tin. Bake for 15-20 minutes, remove from the oven and leave to cool in the tin.
When cool, remove paper from the cake and put on a circle of baking parchment on
a baking sheet. Slit the side of the ice-cream carton with a sharp knife and carefully
turn out on to the centre of the case base. Return both, uncovered, to the freezer on
fast freeze and leave for 1 hour, or until very hard.
Just before serving, preheat oven to 230degC, 450degF, Gas 8. Whisk egg whites in
a large, ultra-clean bowl until stiff, then gradually whisk in the sugar. Spoon the
meringue on to the ice-cream and smooth over using a palette knife, sealing in well at
the edges where the meringue meets the cake. Sprinkle with a little caster sugar, then
bake for 8-10 minutes until golden. Dust with icing sugar and cocoa powder ... serve
immediately.
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What a difference Three Years Makes …..
February 1994... "Car" Magazine votes the Suzuki Cappuccino into their "Top Ten
1994"."... when it came to choosing the ten cars that we truly like the most, we opted for
this disparate bunch. Between them, they exhibit a purity and boldness of design with
which vehicles produced at the behest of the marketing men cannot compete. They also
offer marvellous driving pleasure, character and soul - attributes that, to us enthusiasts,
matter more than anything else
1
Bentley Turbo R
2
BMW 325 tds
3
Caterham Super Sprint
4
Citroen Xantia
5
Fiat Cinquecento
6
Lancia Delta Integrale
7
Porsche 911 Carrera
8
Renault Clio Williams
9
Renault Espace
10
SUZUKI CAPPUCCINO
"The most refreshing thing about this tiny car is its transparent honesty. It is all it
appears to be, nothing more, nothing less; more would be wasteful, less would be
incompetent. "The competence is dependable. The brakes, with so little to stop, have
tremendous authority and yet also exquisite sensitivity. The engine has so little to
propel; turbocharged through its three four-valved cylinders, it derives 63bhp and 631b ft
of well spread torque from its 657cc, making the car lively enough for most demands.
Only when the speedometer stars looking beyond 85mph can you no longer rely on it;
maximum speed is governed, but the immunity this ought to give you against speeding
fines and insurance loadings does much for your peace of mind.
"The handling does even more: steering that is finger-sensitive without ever being
hyper-reactive, ride and roadholding that exploit the perfect balance possible in a frontengined rear-drive car where the driver and passenger are best placed to appreciate the
car and least likely to upset its mass distribution, combine with all the advantages of low
build to make the Suzuki joyously nimble. At parking speeds, so does the tiny turning
circle "The second most refreshing thing about the car is that it was designed for righthand drive. That is why only Britain gets it, outside Japan, and why secondary controls
are correctly located.
"If you want even more refreshment, the roof can be removed in stages, panel by panel,
until it has entirely disappeared. Remember to turn off the air-conditioning; remember,
too, that when the panels are stowed in the tiny boot, there is no room for anything else
in there, although a very small amount of soft luggage may be stowed behind the seats.
This is a car for journeys, not for arrivals; for trips, not for tours; for daily fun, not
occasional adventure.
"What is nicest about driving this Suzuki is the goodwill it engenders. Everybody is
curious about it, but never is there a trace of the hostility so often attracted by sports
cars, opulent cars or the cheekiest of run-round-you-and-drive-through-the-gap-ahead
cars. If everybody else likes it, the driver must find it difficult not to like it too.
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July 1997.. ."Car" Magazine votes the Suzuki Cappuccino into their "Top Ten of
Used Cars". Written by James Ruppert in "Car" Magazine, the Suzuki Cappuccino was
voted to be the "top convertible". In all, there were ten classifications:
-

top estate :
top luxury performance car:
top saloon :
top sports car :
top homologation :
top touring coupe :
top sports coupe :
top 4x4:
top convertible :

Audi 80
Bentley Turbo R
BMW 5351 Sport
Caterham Super Seven
Ford Escort Cosworth
Mercedes CE
Porsche 944 S2
Range Rover 3.5 V8
SUZUKI CAPPUCCINO

- top sports hatch :

VW GoldGti

To quote James Ruppert: "... not all used cars are equal. Some - because they're more
durable, hold their value better - simply make great used buys. I reckon it takes at least
five years to find out whether a model is going to make the grade. By then it has had time
to depreciate to an affordable level, and to prove its real worth...
"In case you wondered, this top ten is not based on idle, bar-room speculation. We
spent several days mooching around used car forecourts. Then we went to the pub.
This is effectively a snapshot of the best used-car buys the week we went looking.
"We have selected cars with a bit of passion, cars we know you will enjoy even more
precisely because they are pre-owned.
"Convertibles, as distinct from out-and-out sports cars, are all about the pose. You
should look good and feel great and it's a bonus really if the pretty drop-top you're
piloting happens to handle sweetly. This is clearly MX-5 territory then. But there is an
alternative.
"The Suzuki Cappuccino has it all. There's the fabulously cute styling: from the pert
rear to the side air outlets, the attention to detail makes the heart flutter. There s huge
technical appeal in the willing turbo-ed 0.7 litre engine. And topping it all is an amazing
multi-option trick roof. The Cappuccino also has exclusivity on its side, as there are just
a couple of hundred in the country. It has Classic Cars buying guide circa 2007 written all
over it.
"Posing is easy for the Cappuccino: it looks the part and it as reliable as a Swift. But
that s only half its appeal: there's also big fun to be had at the blip of the throttle. At this
point all those slashed hatches, even the MX-5, seem stupidly sensible. Who cares if
there's not much luggage room once the boot is full of roof?
"We 're having fun. For the price of a 1990 MX-5 - and we 're talking well below the
psychological £10k barrier - an M-plate Cappuccino can be yours.
"Suzuki Cappuccino: it s small, perfectly formed, bags of fun, a future classic and, best
of all, it isn 't an MX-5. "
Both of the above articles have been reproduced by kind permission of 'Car' Magazine.
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Cappuccino Merchandise …..… The following items are the "overs" which Suzuki
have donated to SCORE to help with our funding. For this, we thank them.

All of the above prices INCLUDE postage and packing with delivery normally being made
within 28 days from receipt of order. The sale of each item is subject to availability on a
strictly first come basis. Please indicate clearly the items you wish to order and send
(with all cheques payable to SCORE) to our new merchandise contact address:
Hazel Moore, SCORE, 4 West Field, Highnam, Gloucester, Glos GL2 8LX.
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Cappuccino Merchandise …..…

Further merchandise, should you desire ...

Red garments carry "silver" logo whilst light grey garments carry red logo, please order
by colour of GARMENT. Order stating clearly the colour of garment, quantity and size.
Please send with cheque (payable to SCORE ) addressed to Hazel in Gloucester.
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New Cappuccino Pewter Model ………
SCORE have been speaking with Suzuki, who have developed a limited edition pewter
model of the Cappuccino. A quality production, the scale is 1:43 and the detail is excellent.
The hard top can be taken off, to reveal the interior of the small sportscar.
This pewter model is made available
to selected Suzuki V.I.P's around the
world and is therefore not for sale to
the general public. On your behalf, we
have secured an agreement to offer this
model exclusively for SCORE members.
An ideal Christmas or birthday gift for
Cappuccino lovers, the total price for
this very special pewter Cappuccino is
£30.00, inclusive of postage and
packing.
A superb model – and it can go topless!
Please note... only ONE model per member at this stage.
To order your boxed model, please send your written request (no telephone orders)
quoting your SCORE membership number - this is required by Suzuki - and enclosing a
cheque for £30.00 made payable to SCORE, to...
Hazel Moore, SCORE, 4 West Field, Highnam, Gloucester, GL2 8LX.
Delivery will be within 5-6 weeks of receipt of order.

SCORE Logo Competition …… In the last two Issues of The Latest SCORE we
have invited you to enter our SCORE logo competition. You will notice on the front
cover of your magazine the circle in front of the word S.C.O.R.E. This currently houses
the words "The Latest" and has been positioned there, ultimately to carry the Register's
designer label. We would like you to design for us a SCORE logo to be used on our
magazine and to be the Register's corporate identity on stationery, merchandise etc.
Anything goes ! As entries come in, we will shortlist the better ones for final judging. We
have asked that all entries be accompanied by a £2.00 entry fee (payable to SCORE) and
are offering an exclusive prize in acknowledgement of your efforts. We must state at the
outset that the winning logo will automatically become the property of SCORE to be used
as your Steering Group see fit.
Having received formal permission from Suzuki, we can now use the stylised lettering
which is both owned by Suzuki and is covered by trademark registration.

Please submit your entry in the form of black line drawing only. We will be drawing this
competition to a close within the next couple of months in preparation for judgement and
use of the new logo during the early part of next year. Please send your entries to JEM at
SCORE Central Office in Gloucester.
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The Cappuccino Heritage …… by Alex Clouter
Part 3.......The Cappuccino Stir
Just immerse a spoon, or indeed a cinnamon stick, into a cup of Cappuccino and slowly
stir....the mix of the coffee essence with the whipped cream and chocolate sprinkling emits a
warm, seductive aroma. Continue with the stirring and soon enough
your lips are beckoned to the rim of the cup for that first sip. At once a
second taste, taking in more creamy liquid, then a third ……. The
taste buds are satisfied, until a second cup is desired. Such is the first
experience of the Suzuki Cappuccino sportscar: the first look, the first
touch, the first time inside, the first drive. Almost at once the heart is
stirred into action, to own one.
Launched in Japan in November 1991, in its first full year a total of
15,113 were produced with an amazing 88% of the total amount actually sold. Recognising
the specialist 'niche' that the Cappuccino was entering, with competitors in Japan like the
Honda Beat and Mazda Cara, it was quite clear that the Suzuki Kosai factory would be
geared to low-volume production. The next two years (1993/94) saw a combined run of
8,200 cars produced in Japan, followed by 3,100 over 1995/96. After all the furore of 1992
when 11,575 cars were sold in Japan, the "natural demand" settled down over subsequent
years.
The cult following of the Cappuccino in Japan soon followed with groups of young
owners getting together to have a good time, exchanging tips, news and views, and
participating at local drives, plus race-track meets. Within six years (1991-96) close to
25,000 Cappuccino cars were sold in Japan, giving its main rival - the Honda Beat - a run
for the money.
The Inside Story of Cappuccino
Total sales
in Japan
1,743
11,575
4,974
3,000
2,087
1,261
24,640

Total Production
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
19%
Totals

in Japan
(Oct-Dec) 2,142
12,971
4,957
3,323
1,913
1,201
26,507

Suzuki Motor Corperation (SMC) at last had a car that would give a sporty image for the
company, fulfilling their overriding mission statement of uniqueness, sportiness and value
for money.
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Uniqueness ... Cappuccino was, and still is, the only 2-seater sportscar with a four-way
hardtop. There is no other car in the world which bears a "coffee" related name. The
twinning of a classic sportscar drive (front engine/rear wheel drive) with high-tech
engineering (12 Valve DOHC 657cc turbo charged engine with intercooler).
Sportiness ... The exciting aerodynamic lines
of the Cappuccino as you look at the car from
any angle 360 degrees around the car. The
side air vents giving a racy feel to the
appearance. The side profile of the long
bonnet/short boot style arrangements
accentuating the "ready for action" mode.
The punchy 64PS/63.1 bhp engine mated
with a gripping close ratio 5-Speed gearbox.
Value for money... The tactical launch price ofY 1,45 8,000 in 1991 for the "entry" model and
Yl,698,000 for the higher specification version which, unlike the UK models, has ABS,
driver's airbag and LSD. The excellent level of standard equipment: air conditioning, electric
windows, tiltable/telescopic adjustment of steering wheel, tinted glass and colour keyed
bumpers, door mirrors and handles. Good fuel economy, enjoying 52.3 mpg at a constant
56mph. Favourable return on investment: the desirability of owning one of a few indicates an
optimum/good residual value....especially during the lead-up period to summer.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
It was no wonder that Suzuki GB was the first of the European subsidiaries to put in a
request to the Kosai factory for receiving the Cappuccino into Europe. Discussions took
place at the highest level between SGB and SMC right back in early 1992 about the
"adaptation" of the Cappuccino to meet the very specific technical and environmental
requirements set by the European Commission, plus the UK Department of Transport.
The ongoing development took around 18 months for adapting the Cappuccino, both at
the factory in Japan and at the import centre, Sheerness, Kent. Work carried out by Suzuki
Motor Corporation (SMC) for obtaining Type Approval was as follows ...
rear panel
heater control panel and levers
restricted filler neck
headlamps
rear lamp cluster
wiring harness with dim-dip
low horn
front wings
rear bumper
roof clamp covers
seat belts

mph speedometer
front indicator/position lamp
rear fog lamp/switch
combination switch
steering support member
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Over and above this list were other modifications done at the Import Centre where all
Suzuki vehicles are delivered dock-side for distribution to their Dealer network. These
modifications were ...
resistive spark plugs
larger charcoal canister
approval label and spacesaver label seat limiter brackets
handbook supplement
rear licence plate brackets
With no financial support from SMC, the burden was very much on SGB shoulders to
bear the outlay of money for the required changes to meet UK Type Approval. In addition
to this expenditure was the necessary "price to pay" in advertising, promotions, dealer
point of sale, mailings and merchandising. SGB were very keen to capitalise on the growing
"value for money" two/four seater "fun car" segment and it took 12-18 months of
development work to get the Cappuccino to meet all of the legal and environmental
requirements. Time was also spent researching the market potential by defining the best
standard equipment level from the choice SMC gave, as well as the most competitive
price.
The British stir began one year before, in October 1992 when the Cappuccino was
previewed at the NEC International Motor Show. The Suzuki stand was THE PLACE to
be seen, with the Cappuccino as the STAR OF THE SHOW.
Almost at once the Cappuccino took two top
honours in the prestigious IBCAM Design
Awards, judged at every International Motor
Show on all newcomers for that year. The Suzuki
Cappuccino won ...

*Best Sportscar under £20,000
*Overall Motor Show Best Design Award
Suzuki Design

Suzuki immediately began taking details of keen, interested and serious enquiries, to be
put on a VIP Prospect File for further information and possible mailing over the next
twelve months. A sample of these people were profiled and interviewed further, to assist
in a more focused way to help with advertising, product equipment, pricing and aftersales care.
Serious discussions also took place between the sales functions of Suzuki GB and
SMC on supply of the Cappuccino; both parties agreed that the nature of the car dictated
a certain type of customer and therefore, the expected sales figures would be relatively
small rather than mainstream. There was an original allocation of 1,500 cars for the UK
market but this figure was cut back to 1,182 for commercial reasons between the two
parties. Such very limited quantities dictated that there would be only two of the three
available colours (available in Japan) selected for the UK market in order to gain the best
levels of efficiencies from the economies of scale. The Cordoba
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Red and Mercury Silver Metallic were the two chosen colours, the split being 80:20
respectively.
The chassis (VIN) numbers were also designated for the UK ...
Mercury Silver:
CordobaRed:

from 100038239 to 100048965
from 100038237 to 100048959

Any statistician will immediately ask what happened to the 1,182nd... Suzuki did import
one other differently coloured Cappuccino, as part of the allocation, to decide on the third
colour option: Dark Turquoise. This particular vehicle has been retained and purchased
by Suzuki GB PLC for heritage reasons.
So! two years on from the launch of the Cappuccino in Japan, and the thoroughly legal
UK type-approved Cappuccino was launched at the London Motor Show, Earls Court in
October 1993. The price was announced: £ 11,995 (excluding delivery and number-plates
which was an additional £325) ....... It was stir crazy soon after!
The Outside Story of Cappuccino
1 .Exported From Japan
1993

1994

1995

1996

Total

into Europe
into Latin America
into S.E. Asia
into Oceania
into Middle East
into Others

690
26
60
17
12
1

626
6
32
-

-

-

1316
32
92
22
12
1

Grand Total

806

664

5

0

1475

294

1110

2.UK (only) Registrations
Grand Total

-

124

692

The turning point was effectively the sales launch of the Cappuccino in the UK: it was
the first "officially legal" Suzuki Cappuccino to meet the requirements for Type Approval.
Before this date it was possible to buy a Cappuccino directly from a third party, not
resident in the UK, via a personal importer. By going down this route, one would risk
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higher prices (freight, parts, etc) and legal infringement as such vehicles did not have a
Type Approval Certificate to be "street legal" and could be impounded if involved in a
road incident.
Recognising the opportunity of new business, Suzuki GB made contact with distributors
in Holland, Germany, France and Sweden all of whom showed equal enthusiasm and
commitment to market the Cappuccino in their own countries, albeit in small numbers.
72 cars from the original SGB allocation were shipped abroad and sold across Europe.
Suzuki Germany went one stage further and ordered an additional 134 directly from the
Kosai factory. Irrespective of being right hand drive, the Cappuccino sold well in all four
countries. For these distributors, as it was for Suzuki GB, the Cappuccino created the
froth and the stir to encourage people to visit their Dealer showrooms and view/test drive
the car. If the Cappuccino was not for these showroom visitors, for whatever reason, then
it acted as a cross-seller enabling salespeople to steer these prospects towards other
"lifestyle" products like the Vitara and Swift at that time.
The marketing and press/pr machinery behind the Cappuccino continued to stir the
imagination of value-for-money open top motoring in style. Bright red backgrounds,
dynamic photographs and bold headlines certainly increased the enquiry levels for Suzuki
Dealer sales follow-up. Press demonstrators were regularly sent out to journalists writing
for national/local newspapers, motoring magazines and specialist lifestyle magazines....all
giving positive comments and excellent pr on the Cappuccino. A major retail promotion
between Suzuki and Paul Mitchell Haircare Products gave increased profile of the
Cappuccino in the fashionable "niche"; with Suzuki Dealer involvement, there were the
occasional Cappuccino cars actually parked inside various hair salons around the country!
As if that wasn't enough, a wide range of exclusive, limited run merchandise was
available to Cappuccino owners, from designer watches to lapel badges, sweatshirts to
golf umbrellas....all sold out after eight months' of availability.
To stir the Cappuccino owner even further, Suzuki offered, free of charge, a red velour
glovebox wallet to hold the Owner's Manual and warranty cards, a leather key fob, a
souvenir limited edition book about the Cappuccino and selected tours written by L.J.K.
Setright (a well known motoring journalist) and a personalised certificate of ownership
signed by a Suzuki GB Director.
Creating the Cappuccino Stir....in Japan, Europe and indeed the rest of the world. On all
counts there are approximately 26,000 people "out there" enjoying the thrills of the unique
Cappuccino. Limited in numbers yet unlimited in appeal.
JEM ... Thanks again to Alex Clouterfor the research and writing up of this fascinating
article with the help of information provided by Suzuki. Part Four of the Cappuccino
Heritage will be published in your next issue of The Latest SCORE.
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Suzuki SCORE Dealers …..
Here listed are those Suzuki dealers who recognise and support SCORE. You must
declare your SCORE membership FIRST, offering your membership card for inspection
before you enter into any transaction.
With a 10% discount off all Servicing & Parts ... and 10% off all Cappuccino
Accessories, the following dealers are supporting SCORE...........

Essex
Levoi's Limited
Tel 01206 544233 & 579579

Berechurch Road, Colchester, C02 7QB
Service Manager... John Hillyard

Gloucestershire
John Wilkins Cars
Tel 01242224477

Leckhampton Road, Cheltenham, GL53 OAA
After Sales Manager ... Adrian Stanford

Humberside
Hawthorne Motor Co.
Tel 01472 823040

Louth Road, Grimsby, DN36 4RT
Partner... Carl Lawrence

Kent
Haxted Motor Co. Ltd.
Tel 01732 867888

Marlpit Hill, Edenbridge, TN8 6HZ
Sales Manager... Paul Harrison

Lincolnshire
Crompton & Holt
Tel 01522521345

Kingsway & South ParkAve., Lincoln, LN5 8EL
Service Manager... Keith Walker

Manchester
Ashton Quality Cars
Tel 0161 3305148

279-285 StamfordStreet, Ashton-under-Lyne, OL6 7QU
Managing Director... Jim Cooper

Surrey
Citygate Tadworth
Tel 01737812461

90 The Avenue, Tadworth, Surrey, KT20 5AA
Service Manager... David Baitup
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Suzuki SCORE Dealers …..
Town and Country Cars
Tel 01483 224000

High Street, Ripley, Surrey, GU23 6AF
Partner... Chris Tickner

West Sussex
C.M.W.
Automobiles
Tel 01444452621

Ansty Cross, Ansty, Hay wards Heath, RH17 5 AG
Service Manager ... John Dunne

West Yorkshire
Colin Appleyard Ltd.
Tel 01484 514954

Lockwood Road, Lockwood,Huddersfield, HD1 3PA
General Manager... Robin Luscombe

ColinAppleyard Ltd.
Tel 01535 606321

Halifax Road, Keighley,BD21 5AJ
General Manager... Robin Luscombe

Wiltshire
Pebley Beach Ltd.
Tel 01793 812235

1-3 Moormead Road, Wroughton, Swindon, SN4 9BS
Service Manager ... Steven Brown

Worcestershire
Percy Tait Cars
Tel 01562822255

George Street, Kidderminster, DY10 1QD
Service Manager ... Steve Smith
No discount on 3,000 mile lubrication service
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Cappuccino C Caterham 7 ……
From Iain Eyres (With Jackie's help)
The heart of any true sports car lies in the engine bay ... perhaps this most typifies the
difference between my Caterham 7 and Jackie's Cappuccino. Where Suzuki use all the
latest technology to squeeze nearly 70 BHP out of the 660cc turbo, intercooled engine,
Caterham have relied on the traditional engine builders skills of boring, gas flowing and
tuning an existing mass production engine to produce 135 BHP. Whereas the Suzuki's
engine bay look at best to be a plumber's worst nightmare, the 7's looks almost as if
something fairly important had been left out. No prizes for guessing which car is maintained
at home and which makes the trip to the dealer's every 6 months.
The Cappuccino performance, when you get used to the turbo, is absolutely superb, it
has been quoted as hitting 60 mph in around 8 seconds (Can any one confirm this ?) My
Caterham, with a better power to weight ratio, manages the same dash in just 5.6 seconds.
The top speed (if you can stand the physical pain) is only 115 MPH, but is somewhat
academic in today's driving environment.
Whereas the Cappuccino can be driven as an every day car requiring little compromise
from its owner, the 7 is somewhat more demanding. Even with size 9 feet you need very
narrow shoes to press any of the foot pedals individually. Short hair is obligatory if, when
arriving for work, you don't wish to model the latest "I've just been pulled through a bush
backwards" look and don't even mention the number of times that I have driven home
from work with my trouser legs rolled up to avoid the dirty oily water dripping onto my
legs. When all is said and done the Caterham is best left for fair weather !
Comparing the two cars on the
road leads to some unexpected
conclusions. The 7 is able to
out-perform the Cappuccino in
most areas. However, when the
roads get rough the Cappuccino
driver, by virtue of the softer
suspension, is able to keep
driving hard whereas the 7
driver has to back off, or run the
risk of losing their fillings as
they are shaken out. The most
surprising difference is just how Jackie's Cappo eyes up Iain's Cat
hard it is to drive the Cappuccino
smoothly, this car really rewards precise driving and is satisfying when you get it right.
The 7 on the other hand, once you are used to the proximity of the pedals, is a far easier
car to drive smoothly. Maybe this comes from using mechanicals that would be just as at
home in a Ford Sierra or Cortina.
Both cars have owners clubs. The 7 club has been going for many years now (the
model is in it's 40th year, being descended from the Lotus 7) The biggest difference you
notice when you go to a meeting is that no two Caterhams are the same. As most of the
cars are built by the owners they all have different features. I have noticed at the latest
Cappuccino meeting that more people are starting to modify their cars. How long will it be
until someone has a non-standard colour re-spray ?
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Cappuccino

Caterham 7

Made of Aluminium

Made of soft vinyl. Hard to

Time consuming to use
Much more secure.

put up in winter as the material
doesn't stretch as much
Not used in the summer.

Emissions

Low - As per current
standards

High, Greenpeace would hate
it. You can see the flowers dying
by the side of the road as you
pass by.

Driving

Comfortable, if you fit

Noisy, windy - Great fun !

Suspension

Sporty but comfortable

Don't think it has any

Doors

Yes (what do you expect)

You have got to be kidding !!

Economy

Over 50 MPG obtainable

er, 20 ish (Don't tell Jackie)

Engine

657 cc Turbo

1700 (Mk 1 Ford Escort)

Engine noise

Quiet, people don't always
notice the car.

Very loud (exhaust pipe on the
side of the car by the passenger)

Construction

Steel/Aluminium/ Plastic

Aluminium / Fibreglass

Fun to drive

YES!

YES YES!

Length

3295 mm

2250 mm

Width

1395 mm

1580 mm

Height

1185 mm(waist high !)

995 mm (just above the knees !!)

Weight

725 Kgs

550 Kg

Roof

Most magazine articles normally end by concluding that one car is better or worse than
the other. I think that both of these cars are true sports cars. If pressed for a decision I
think the Caterham is probably the most fun to drive, but it is also the most demanding,
There are times after long wet motorway drives when I have put the 7 in the garage and I
wished never to see it again. The Cappuccino is a fantastically fun car to drive, it is not as
compromised as the 7 and can be driven everyday, regardless of the weather. I think that
Suzuki have redefined the sports car, producing a vehicle that has all the fun of the
Caterham with none of the compromises.
JEM ... Thanks to Iain and Jackie for an excellent article. Would any more of you like to
tell us how the Cappuccino compares with the other car in your life ?
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Members Profile …..
Dr. K-K. Chan (Bolton, Lanes)
It may not mean a lot many of you but, for some while, all of my cars have been carried
the name Hyenaoffal... Hyenaoffal III was dead - a cylinder blew while at work in 1994.
The car that went through all of those red lights, was shot at twice and had its sub-frame
rebuilt after a mercy mission to the hospital ended in a collision. Another white E-Reg
Suzuki Swift GTi (Mk2) would be hard to find. We had visited its own "personal surgeon"
for the past three years but this time he could only confirm the inevitable *!*!*
Hyenaoffal IV was a D-Reg Micra... transferred to my ownership when a friend emigrated.
It was a convenient arrangement at the time but H-IV lived and died the same honourable
fate as his immediate predecessor.
Serious contemplation was to follow ... David in the Service Dept. knew my heart; I
had been asking him since the 1992 Birmingham Motor Show. It was either a faster
GTi Mk 4 or a ……
It was after I had paid the deposit when John, the Sales Manager, asked if I wanted to
take it on a test drive. Well, after all, most people would want a test drive wouldn't they !
Hyenaoffal V was ugly ... all those curves, arches and portholes! And the roof: not just
a little window, but you can take the whole thing off, bit by bit. But to see the road beyond
from beneath a Landcruiser: this is a serious doctors car ?!?!
No-one believed that I, the most level-headed, frugal, classical, conventional G.R in
Bolton, would do my rounds in something just bigger than my briefcase with an engine
smaller than that of a Thermos. Chinese whispers had even reached my Mum who had to
phone (from Toronto ... now that IS serious) to see if I had gone nuts.
In justifying the decision .. .why not? I don't need anything larger to squeeze through
the alleys, my briefcase goes neatly into the boot, he gives me 9 miles per litre round town
and 12 on the motorway and a whole months groceries fit into the foot-well. For leisure ...
my hiking boots, birdwatching telescope, binoculars and packed lunch all sit snugly on
the passenger seat.
Now! since a medical equipment
Company has produced a vacuummounted green beacon, I have
registered him with Greater
Manchester Police for use in
emergencies! Surely this has made
Hyenaoffal V Britain's smallest four
wheeled emergency vehicle.
I Love It. In life, he is my main
workhorse and now shares with K-K with Hyenaoffai — ready for any emergency
Hyenaoffal VI (my F-Reg Honda
Accord) the duty of being an on- call vehicle. It also starred in a car-crash for the
Astley Bridge Branch of the St. Johns Ambulance Brigade recently, in which we ran over
a mum, killed a baby and ruptured my spleen ... all in a day's work.
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Out of life we go up and down the Country from Brighton to St. Andrews, stealthily
through the night to watch birds and wildlife ... and the Inaugural Cappuccino Rally,
twice in 48 hours ... to the sound of Handel's "The Messiah", Charpentier's Prelude to
'Te Deum" and the Pipes and Drums of the Royal Scot Dragoon Guards!
He may be a bit more difficult to use in the winter ... having to find it with a metal
detector first, before digging it out, but "when the snow is fallen, why not go over the
top?" ... Chan - a modern kinsman of Confucius III
An explanation may be forthcoming from "Hikers" but to put you on the right track ...
Hyenaoffal came from "The Hitch Hickers Guide to the Galaxy"

Meeting of the Rhino’s …..
Towards the end of July, a handful of us were invited to the Suzuki Rhino Rally at the
Whitbread Hop Farm in Kent. Four Cappuccino cars were there to show off another
Suzuki product and to represent SCORE. I have got to say that Suzuki did us proud on the
day and really looked after us ... a big "thank you for that".
The SCORE rebels spent a super summers day on the Off-Road track, the X-90 skills
driving course, a convoy of Quad bikes as well as talking to other car enthusiasts about
our beloved Cappuccino. Other interspersed diversions included two SCORE teams in an
"Its a Knockout" type of race which involved us in throwing hoops, pulling a Vitara ,
jumping through and into a double line of tyres ... before finally piecing together a giant
jig-saw of "Horny" the Rhino. All jolly good fun !! (my heart, for one, is still pumping
away furiously)
Rosie rode a Suzuki Motorbike for the
first time (on a rolling track) and, worst
decision of the day, we all decided to
ride the "bucking-bull". This involved
quite simply, trying to stay seated on this
mechanical spinning, heaving and
bucking beast whilst "Mr Controller"
with joy-stick in hand was determined to
get you off as quickly as possible !
Whilst all of this was going on, the
venue provided an ongoing opportunity to Cappo's at "Horny's" party
visit the Hop Story Exhibition, the Shire
Horse Centre and other attractions. From my point of view, there were certainly some ideas
for our future National events given that our finances can meet the costs.
Our Cappuccino's generated a lot of interest with our mini-convoy leaving the venue
to a backdrop of smiles, waves and fond farewell's.
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Topless in Blackpool ….. Report from organisers Lynda & Steve Edmunton.
On Saturday 13th September, twelve Cappuccino cars met up at the Red Lion in Bispham,
just outside Blackpool centre. The cars came from as far North as Dundee and as far
South as Sussex (picking a good few in-between)
After a welcome drink, the exchange of initial pleasantries and the identification of our
Scottish couple, Derek & Debbie, we all set off for a brisk 15 minute walk to the North
Shore. A tram ride from here along the Golden Mile to the South Shore gave us our first
glimpse of what the illuminations had in store for our night-time drive. We all disembarked
at the Pleasure Beach, each finding our own level of fun. Whether it be shopping in the
centre, walking along the prom or riding every white knuckle ride which Blackpool had to
over (the option Stephen and I took !). A group of us were all shook up on the "Wild
Mouse", shaken on the "Grand National" and soaked on
the "Log Flume". Unfortunately, due to the high winds,
the "Big One" was not operating so we could only vow to
return on the following day if the winds subsided.
Back at the Red Lion a splendid hot buffet was
resented which we all welcomed after a full afternoon in
the fresh sea air. At around 2030 hours, we all jumped
into our respective Cappies and headed out to the
promenade, where we immediately ground to a halt in
amongst waiting Illumination traffic. Once we started to
move, a slow but comfortable drive along the Golden
Mile allowed us all to see the colourful display of lights
which Blackpool had prepared to delight its visitors.
There were displays from various companies, nursery
rhymes, children's TV characters and spooky ghosts to
name but a few. However, the gasps of delight towards No! They're not in a Cappo
the lights were equally matched to the crowds reaction when seeing twelve glorious
Cappuccino's driving in convoy. Children pointed, saying "Look Daddy, what's that
car?" Night-club bouncers conferred with each other to agree "They're Cappuccino's".
he exclamation of one young man must also be recorded. Upon seeing us all he stopped
dead in his tracks, flung open his arms and shouted "Cappuccino's ... Look! Suzuki
Cappuccino's, loads of'em".
He then ran up to our car, thrust his hand into Stephen's and shouted "Fxxxin' ace car
mate!!" and ran off. We finally made the end of the lights and headed back to our hotel
where after "seconds" of our delightful buffet it was Party Time! A big "Thank You"
goes out to Joanne and Charles who kindly handed over their room to us all until the
"wee small hours". Another big "Thank You" goes out to Rosie who, single handedly,
tried to keep us all entertained.
During a late Sunday breakfast, it was time for reflection (and Anadin) while we said our
"goodbyes" to those travelling far and wide. For the hardy bunch, there was still a
SCORE to settle back at the Pleasure Beach with the Big One. Ride it we did, but the ride
of the week-end, the "Playstation" got us all back as it sent is hurtling 100 ft into the air
de-restricted!! ......... Needless to say Topless in Backpool will be back!!!
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All Japanese Autoextravaganza Report …..
Leading up to this event, we had the wettest and worst weather of the year. Consequently the
week-end was wet and weary with drizzle and deep mud underfoot. Confusion in the
organisation resulted in us all digging a bit deeper into our pockets and the events coordination by the organisers was
less than perfect. I believe we
could have handled most of the
above if we'd had the control, but
the dreadful weather just got in
the way of everything. Sarah
wants you to know that she is still
chasing the commemorative
plaque's and will send them on to
you as soon as possible. With an
improvement in the weather and
more Cappuccino's on the
Sunday, we all set about to
resurrect some fun from the The Balloon brigade
week-end. Sarah set about getting our SCORE competitions up-and- running ... even if the
lack of "hot-air" from our members made balloon-blowing more difficult.
A SCORE splinter group made their way to the Billing Fun-Fair where they committed
themselves to fierce rivalry and competition on the "Dodgems" ... as well as the "Grand
National" the "Helter Skelter" and the "Water Rings" ... especially the "Water Rings"!!!
With 24 Cappuccino's in attendance over the week-end, plenty of interest was shown in
our super little cars from both the general public and other Japanese car owners. A large
contingent of Dutch car enthusiasts took great delight in looking over ... and under ...
and inside, our beloved Cappuccino. In amongst all of the other Japanese cars, SCORE
and our Cappuccino's were definitely in a "Class of our Own".

Got The Wrong Man….. In the last Issue of The Latest SCORE I reported in Notes from the
National Rally that Mark Elliott had offered the highest bid for a Dealer Portfolio.
Apologies to Mark for getting mixed up. Even greater apologies to Mike Roberts
(Uffington, Oxfordshire) who did actually make the highest bid of £40 for an Original
Cappuccino Dealer Portfolio. Thanks again to Mike for his generosity ... we hope that
you will treasure your very interesting, informative and limited portfolio.
Also from our National Rally ... another "wrong man" came in the shape of Chris
Chapman who had been a frequent visitor to Old Warden in line with his love of aircraft.
Chris travelled from Lincoln for the day and was most surprised on this occasion to be
waved straight through. You see, Chris was unsuspectingly enjoying his day out in his
Cappuccino, totally oblivious to the existence of SCORE ! and totally unaware that this
visit was going to introduce him to 70 other Cappuccino cars and all of their owners. It is
nice to report that Chris is now a full member of SCORE following on from this most
unusual chance meeting.
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Members Comments ….
From Erica & Jan Wassink (Vroomshoop, Holland)
After "speaking" with JEM for quite a number of months by e-mail, here is a small piece
about us and how we've fallen in love with the Cappuccino ... our little coffee-bean.
Last year, in August 1996, Jan and I got
married. One week before the party, I
saw an advertisement for a badly
damaged Cappuccino for sale. We
didn't know anything about this model
of car but we looked it up and both
liked it very much. Jan and I went to
examine the car. The damage was BIG
but a challenge, even to Jan whose
profession and hobby is to repair cars.
We still fell in love with the car and two
days later the Cappo was standing
Jan with his partly brewed cup of coffee
inside our garage.
Of course, the wedding pictures were taken in the damaged Cappuccino!
In the Autumn we bought a beautiful, but old, house and so our Cappuccino had to
wait a little bit. When Spring of this year came Jan started collecting the parts he needed
to restore our little coffee-bean with a trader in the north of Holland importing some
second-hand parts from Japan for us. Through a Suzuki dealer we heard of a Cappuccino
club (Holland) and contacted Rob Faes who told us about SCORE in the UK. This is when
Paul, a friend of ours, contacted JEM by e-mail and we were helped to get the rest of the
missing parts from England ... Thank you very much!
Jan set about a total dismantling job of all damaged body and mechanical parts and in
July started to repair and rebuild the car by putting new parts on, straightening it up as he
went on. Now he has to sandpaper and spray-paint the body. Hopefully it will not be too
long before he has finished as I can already see myself driving our little spirited sweetheart.
JEM ... We will keep you updated with Erica and Jan's progress when this re-build
project is completed. I personally would like to thank Clive and Denise in the Parts
Dept. of John Wilkins Cars for their help. Also to SCORE member Mathew Alexander for
his offer of help when I was struggling to see how we could best help Jan.
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'Members Comments ….
From Roland Beck (Ringsheim, Germany)
The very first time I heard about the Cappuccino was in 1992 when I bought a German
cabrio magazine where there was some information about the Japanese micro cars.
Included were technical details on the Suzuki Cappuccino and the Honda Beat. For me,
the Cappuccino was the better car and I asked some Suzuki dealers in Germany how to get
this baby but nobody knew about it. I also asked dealers in nearby France (Strasbourg) same result! I interrupted my search and thought about a trip to Japan (it's true !!)
One year later, my wife and I made a trip to Hong Kong where we saw for the first time
the original Cappuccino alive. The dealer gave me some prospectus and told me the price
... too high at £20,000 ! Coming home, I wrote to Suzuki in Hamamatsu, Japan and got the
answer that the Cappuccino would be available in Germany later in 1993. But there were
only to be 100 and there was a limited licence for a new Cappuccino till the end of 1994.
The price was 36,500 D-Mark.
Then in December 1994 there was a lucky chance ! My neighbour told me an
address in Luxemburg where there were three Cappucciono's for sale. We bought two,
both in red and we are still very happy with them. Till today we have been driving
without problems and in the neighbourhood we know of five other Cappuccino
drivers.
With my application to join SCORE I told
you something about my Cappuccino
accessories ... special wheels and tyres,
spoiler, muffler etc
If any other members are interested, I
will give you more technical information
on cutting the speed limiter, boosting the
turbocharge and more.
I look forward to enjoying my SCORE
membership. Please excuse my simple
English which I learned at school 35
years ago. This is only the second letter in Roland’s “Special” Cappuccino
English that I have written in that time.
JEM ... thanks for your article Roland, it is always pleasing to hear from our overseas
members. Thanks also for sending a super photo of your Cappuccino.

Extended Mechanical Warranty .........
Having been asked by a number of members about the possibility of an extended
warranty for our beloved Cappuccino's, we can report that SCORE has had its first
meeting with CAR CARE PLAN who look after Suzuki's Extended Warranty requirement
on all of their used vehicles. CCP are prepared, in principle, to offer preferential rates
exclusively to SCORE members, whatever age of Cappuccino.
They have promised to submit a formal proposal of the extended warranty scheme to
your SCORE Steering Group by mid October which, once approved, will be announced
and reported on in the next Winter Issue of The Latest SCORE.
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'Members Comments ….
From Keron Beattie (Norwich)
Just to keep you in the picture in case a pattern emerges, my Cap failed its first MOT on
rear brakes and emissions. New diode needed for emissions. Norfolk Motor Company
refused to acknowledge any warranty work on rear brakes, roof seals, rust on the sills and
gearbox hard to shift! I took it up with Suzuki and they've taken the dealer's side so I'll
have to lump it. I was very badly treated by the dealer but they have a monopoly in
Norfolk. I won't be going back and must now seriously consider selling up or going to a
non Suzuki dealer for work which I suspect will be fraught.
JEM ... Since this first correspondence Keron updates us by reporting ...
I had a meeting with the top man at Norfolk Motor Company, together with the service
manager. They looked at all the points I had raised and then rang Suzuki technical support.
The roof seals I was told will clean up with white spirit. The gear box oil was changed as
part of the service and they said to see how it went. The corrosion is not warranty but
they agreed to call it seam leakage or something and to respray a small section next time
the car is in. I'll be doing it myself to make sure it's done properly! The brakes are
corroded but not a warranty job as it's due to them not being used hard enough. The
accelerator cable was adjusted despite the fact I told them I'd already tried that. It still
sticks and causes problems. I think their customer communication is very poor and I told
them so. At no point did anyone take time to listen to me as a customer and even look at
what I was talking about. They were too busy with their R registrations. I don't think
Suzuki are being consistent either. Not sure what to do as NMC are the only local dealer.
I may see if anyone else is prepared to do the servicing etc in future or I may just sell in the
Spring. Thanks for listening.
JEM ... Thanks for your comments Keron, obviously it is very difficult to comment on
individual cases but we are both listening and interested in building up a comprehensive
portfolio on common faults.
Keron has also subsequently sent us this article ... Hi! I spent a happy day on Monday
under the Cappuccino! As you know they were never undersealed and I did mine with Waxoil
year or so ago. I've now done the wheel arches with underseal paint and in doing so
removed the plastic covers which sit inside the front wheel arches. There are areas where
dust and leaves accumulate and a number of points where panels meet. All were showing
signs of rust which I've treated and now Waxoiled the whole area before replacing the
covers. If you lie under the front of the car and look up, I also found rust on the area which
lies underneath the plastic cover which is at the very front of the engine bay.
Finally I lifted the plastic kick plates (door sills) just enough to see under them and found
damage to the paint caused by the mouldings which has started to rust helped by the water
which was sitting in there and held by capillary action. I treated it and covered the whole area
with a liberal coating of grease. I strongly advise everyone to spend a bit of time giving their
car a thorough check over while it's possible to catch these problem areas at a relatively early
stage. I hope to paint the outside of the sills with stone chip paint and then respray as there
is quite a lot of damage underneath due to simple stone chippings…….. You really do need to
examine and look after your Cap.
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'Members Comments ….
From John & Jaimie Millar (Burton-on-Trent)
We did persuade Suzy to go topless in North Devon, although she insisted on wearing the
white ribbon which Jaimie and I had given her during our wedding celebrations. We all had
two lovely weeks and the weather was superb, we probably wouldn't have had it any
hotter abroad and Suzy had admirers everywhere we went. I hope you don't think we
spent all of our time in Suzy (JEM ... On your honeymoon, of course not!!) We visited so
many interesting places and every time we returned to Suzy, you could almost guarantee
a small crowd formed around our little car. I felt very proud as we jumped in, with a little
smug grin on my face.
Before we went away, I had an opportunity to drive an MGF and duly obliged. Low
down pull was good although it did need higher
engine speed to really hustle along. The overall
performance was fine until you showed it a bend
and even at only 40 mph I felt the back-end
twitching and trying to break away. I question
all of the hype about the excellent road handling
properties of the MGF following my experience,
especially as Suzy takes this corner comfortably
and safely at 60!
To date, I've found only one car to beat the
White Ribboned Suzy
Cappo for excellent handling, and that is the
Lotus Elise. It has phenomenal acceleration too considering it has the same 120 bhp
engine as the afore mentioned MGF. But, at the end of the day, you are paying around
£20,000 for an Elise ... and it doesn't even have a carpet!
Being a Toyota technician has given me the opportunity to drive many a MR2, and to
be honest (not wishing to upset anyone) I have found them to be rather disappointing.
Especially the latest 175 bhp version which doesn't seem to have the "Go" that its power
output promises ... ironically, the Cappo is quicker from 0-40 mph. Incidentally, the latest
MR2 will set you back around £27,000.
So! You can see that the Cappo is as good as any of its opposition, looks better, has
that rarity value and gives you more smiles to the £ ... Yes! we are sticking with Suzy.

Congratulations ….
Above, you will have read the article by John Millar
from Burton-on-Trent.
Congratulations to both John and Jaimie on their Wedding in July.
Congratulations also to Regional Reps Joanne Liddle and Charles Bellwood who both
got engaged (to each other !) in August.
Not quite there yet... but an update on Alison Thompson and her "bump"... both are
doing well, with Alison and husband Paul looking forward to their happy event in
November. Paul says Allison can still get into their Cappuccino ... problem is, she
can't get out!
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Cappo Bits ‘n Pieces ………
Cappuccino Stylised Logo …
You will have noticed, I am sure, the prolific use of the …

Cappuccino logo throughout this Issue of The Latest SCORE. I am pleased to report
that this is with the full permission of Suzuki GB PLC. We do have to gain permission to
apply this logo on to any merchandise we may choose to market, but we are delighted in
the confidence that Suzuki have shown us with this gesture.
*****************************************************************

Back Issue Copies ….
Of The Latest SCORE, whilst still available, can be supplied by Hazel, from SCORE
Central Office in Gloucester. Just ask for the particular Issue Number, enclosing a cheque
for £2.50 per copy, including p&p.

Advertising Rates …..
To those business people out there who may consider it useful to advertise in The
Latest SCORE, you can receive a copy of our advertising rates from Alex. Just give him a
call and he will be delighted to discuss your requirement with you.

School Exchange …..
Do we have any SCORE teachers who are interested in arranging a school exchange
with Woolfgang Steinhart in Germany. If you are interested, or know of someone else
who may be, please contact JEM at Central Office so that we can put you directly in touch
with Woolfgang ... who incidentally speaks, and writes, perfect English.

Deadline Deadline Deadline ….. The deadline for articles to be included in our next
issue of The Latest SCORE is ... Sunday 30,h November. Please remember that our
magazine can only be as good as the content that you, our members, provide. Help us to
continue in providing you all, with an interesting, informative and quality journal. Thanks
again to all of you who contributed with the content of this issue.
JEM …………………………………………………. Your Cappuccino Godfather
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The Latest SCORE ……. is your magazine, with our next issue already being
prepared. Please take a note of the deadline for receiving articles to be included in
the next issue and help us to produce a worthwhile journal by sending us your stories,
articles, comments and questions. No item is too small and certainly there will be no
article too big ... it can always be edited ( ooohh, the
power that I have!!)
The Latest SCORE has been planned to be sent out to
you quarterly throughout the year in April, July, October
and December/January
The Latest SCOREsheet is your newsletter and is our way of
keeping you up to date between magazines. We believe
that there will be times when we need to update you on certain matters which cannot wait
until the next issue of our magazine. On these occasions we will publish and send you ...
The Latest SCOREsheet.

**********************************************************************

Data Protection..... A full list of members' names, addresses and telephone numbers
along with limited information of your Cappuccino is held on the Register's computerised
database. This is to ease the administrative burden but should any member object to
personal data being held by the data user SCORE oblige by transferring their details to
a manual system. As new members are recruited toSCORE contact details and limited
information will be passed on to your own Regional Representatives to ensure that you
are informed of events and activities in your own local area.

**********************************************************************

The Suzuki Cappuccino Owners Register for Enthusiasts
Is recognised by Suzuki GB PLC
We are, however, a private organisation run by enthusiasts for enthusiasts.
The opinions and comments expressed in this journal are those of individual writers and
not necessarily agreed with or endorsed by your S.C.O.R.E. Steering Group,
fellow S.C.O.R.E. members or Suzuki GB. PLC
Whilst every care is taken in the content, comments, advice and guidance offered in this
journal, no responsibility will be accepted for any loss or injury deemed to be associated.
If you should have a doubt about any particular aspect, please contact us and, if
necessary, seek professional advice.
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